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In our first Network World Spotlight, 
“Understanding SDN” we spelled out the 
basics. Here we catch you up on the status 

of the movement and begin to lay out how 
you get there from here, examining basic 
planning, what to look for in an SDN con-
troller, and discussing what the Open Net-
working Foundation hopes to achieve with 
its new Migration Group.
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Greg Bell leads the technical services team at 
Ballarat Grammar, a K-12 school with more 
than 1,400 students in Victoria, Australia. To 
better manage and protect more than 1,000 
school-owned laptops plus all the smartphones, 
tablets and other computing devices about 250 
boarding students bring in each year, Bell and 
his team have deployed the HP Sentinel Security 
Software-defined Network (SDN) application—
a move that has boosted productivity for the 
school staff, IT team and most importantly, the 
students. Read on to learn how. 

You recently deployed a new SDN security 
solution.  What operational and end-user 
issues did you need to solve?
We already had network security, intrusion 
prevention and web content filtering tools. 
Still, there was a lot of malware and spyware 
sneaking through. This was affecting the staff 
and students directly because those infections 
were impacting performance. The devices 
often wouldn’t behave properly. From my 
team’s standpoint, operationally we knew 
the infections were sneaking through, but we 
had no real visibility into these infections. 
A machine would get infected, and it could 
take a few days or even a few weeks before the 
users would realize something was wrong and 
bring it to us.

Following your deployment of HP’s Sentinel 
Security SDN application, what results have 
you seen for IT operations and the produc-
tivity of your faculty & students?
For us to take care of a serious infection it 
really could take hours or even days. Sentinel 
Security helps us to be a lot more targeted and 
makes the whole process much, much faster. 
And the visibility – when we first deployed the 
software on a couple of test machines, it was 
during a school holiday when the staff and 
students were away so we didn’t have as great 

an appreciation of how effective it was. But as 
soon as our boarding students started coming 
back and getting on email and other systems, 
we could see hundreds of infections being 
blocked right away. Sentinel Security told us 
what the infection was, and we could see which 
device it was on the network. We were able to 
get to the student, get the device, and take care 
of the problem. That means increased produc-
tivity for staff and students, and it absolutely 
frees up the IT team’s time.
 
How does HP’s Sentinel Security SDN ap-
plication solve these issues?
HP’s Sentinel Security SDN application is 
installed on HP 3800 Switch Series systems 
throughout our campus, which support the 
SDN standard protocol OpenFlow. Sentinel 
Security SDN redirects all of the DNS requests 
by checking the traffic against the HP Tip-
pingPoint Reputation Digital Vaccine (RepDV) 
database which has a reputation score for each 
domain name. 

If a user is blocked, a response is sent back to the 
client and logged by HP ArcSight logger. This 
gives us the power to chase down the problem 
and be more proactive. And as for BYOD—all 
those devices students bring in and attach to 
the school’s network—we have the same level of 
visibility and proactive protection. 

What advice do you have for your peers 
who may be deciding whether and when to 
pursue SDN?
Every indication is that OpenFlow is the way 
the industry is going. So if you make any equip-
ment purchases, make sure it has OpenFlow 
support. And I recommend people get SDN 
capabilities sooner rather than later, so they 
can get comfortable with how SDN works. Ap-
plications like Sentinel Security will become 
the norm, and there are clearly a lot of benefits. Custom Solutions Group

For more INFormaTIoN 
please visit www.hp.com/sdn
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B Y  J o h n  d i X Where we 

stand
software defined networking

The SDN movement is gaining momentum, 
but morphing along the way
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According to Marc Cohn, chairman 
of the ONF Market Education Com-
mittee and senior director for market 
development at Ciena, the ONF now 
has close to 110 members, vendors 
have released more than 60 products 
that support the ONF’s OpenFlow 
protocol, and some 30 million Open-
Flow-enabled ports have shipped. 

Progress indeed.
But don’t confuse that with activ-

ity in production shops. “One of our 
clients said, ‘If SDN was a baseball 
game, we haven’t finished singing 
the National Anthem yet,’” says Joe 
Skorupa, vice president and distin-
guished analyst at Gartner.  “A lot 
of folks are trying to come to terms 
with what they need to do and how to 
get there.”

Not that these folks are laggards. 
After all, the standards are still 
evolving and the strategic direction 
of the leading network vendors is 
still coming into focus. Regarding 

the former, the ONF just ratified 
version 1.4 of the OpenFlow protocol 
in August, even as the ONF board 
called on the industry to focus their 
efforts on version 1.3 in an effort to 
get everyone on the same page and 
provide industry stability.

OpenFlow is the standard way 
SDN controllers communicate with 
and control OpenFlow-compliant 
network devices in these newly bifur-
cated environments. Bifurcated in 
that, with SDN, the network control 
plane is separated from the data 
plane, meaning control of the net-
work is pried out of the devices that 
forward the packets and centralized 
on a server, what the ONF calls a con-
troller. See: Understanding SDN 

Rather than the classic approach of 
each network device forwarding traf-
fic based on knowledge about adja-
cent devices, centralizing intelligence 
makes it possible to see the network 
end to end so decisions are based on 
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One gauge of industry progress on the software-defined net-
working front is the momentum of the Open Networking 
Foundation (ONF), the user-lead group that is spelling out the 
core SDN standards and championing the cause.  
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a bigger picture and can take more 
variables into account, such as the 
needs of a certain application at a 
given time of day.

And when it comes time to make 
network changes, you do it at the con-
troller and the configuration changes 
and policy updates are pushed out to 
the individual components instead of 
requiring you to update each link in 
the chain. 

This is the broad view of SDN, 
where all resources, physical and 
virtual, play together in a software-
controlled world.  While it may take 
some time to reach that nirvana 
given the huge installed base of 
legacy gear, the lower hanging fruit 
is network virtualization, which 
involves overlaying a software con-
trolled network in a hypervisor envi-
ronment to stitch together virtual 
server assets. This is the approach 
being driven by VMware using tech-
nology picked up in its 2012 acquisi-
tion of Nicira. 

network virtualization
For the most part, the industry views 
network virtualization/overlays to be 

an application of SDN and, given the 
broad and rapid adoption of virtual-
ization, where early adoption can be 
found. 

“That’s really where all the action is 
because that’s where the pain is right 
now,” says Nick Lippis, a long time 
industry observer and co-founder of 
the Open Networking User Group 

(ONUG), an SDN user group he 
formed with Fidelity Investments. 

Skorupa agrees. An overlay “is cer-
tainly the easiest insertion strategy 
because theoretically you can run it 
over your existing IP infrastructure. 
The reason I say theoretically is there 
are a number of asterisks that go 
along with it. You can run it over your 

existing IP infrastructure, but then it 
is a net incremental expense because 
you’re still paying for the expensive, 
brittle, hard-to-manage, inflexible 
IP infrastructure. When something 
breaks in a pure overlay you’ve got to 
figure out, ‘Where’s the problem?’ 

“Yes an overlay will deliver packets,” 
he says, “but it won’t necessarily pick 
the best path across the network. It 
doesn’t mean you’ll get appropriate 
load distribution. It doesn’t mean the 
most important traffic will necessar-
ily get treated the way you want it to 
in the face of a failure.” 

The good news about the overlay 
model, Skorupa says, is it’s opaque 
to the underlying infrastructure. “It 
doesn’t know it’s there. The bad news 
is not being able to correlate between 
[the physical and the virtual] can 
cause significant problems.”

VMware and other proponents of 
the overlay approach are trying to 
work around the limitations by part-
nering with equipment vendors to 
link the environments in a meaning-
ful way. Juniper and HP, for example, 
say they will tie their SDN tools to 
VMware’s NSX “network hyper-
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visor,” which was announced in 
August.

These and other legacy equipment 
suppliers are choosing their own 
paths to SDN.  HP, for example, has 
gone all in with OpenFlow, adding 
support for the core ONF protocol to a 
full range of its switches. But it is also 
partnering with VMware to integrate 
its SDN tools with NSX, which per-
haps gives it the best of both worlds.

Juniper, which has also part-
nered with VMware on NSX, just 
announced its Contrail SDN control-
ler, positioning it as an SDN overlay 
tool that can also control physical 
network devices.  “The Contrail con-
troller provides an excellent bridge 
between the virtual world of hyper-
visors and the actual network,” 
writes Zeus Kerravala, founder and 
principal analyst with ZK Research 

“The product uses XMPP to send 
messages for the control of a virtual 
switch inside a hypervisor. However, 
it also uses MPLS to control the net-
work stack, giving the network man-
ager control of the virtual network 
and the physical network.”

Contrail does not, however, sup-

port OpenFlow, choosing instead to 
wait and see if that protocol is widely 
adopted.

Cisco, which has long partnered 
with VMware, now seems to be 
at odds with the company as both 
jockey for position in the software 
controlled network world. 

“We’ve been very clear for the past 
three years that we see no way this 
partnership can survive,” says Gart-
ner’s Skorupa. You can’t have two 
companies partner when both are 
trying to become the leading vendor 
in the data center, he says. “The gloves 
came off at [the Cisco Live confer-
ence] when John Chambers stood up 
and essentially said, ‘No one else in 
the industry understands these prob-
lems; we are the only viable choice.’ 
But VMware has a pretty good under-
standing of the problems and they 
have some very good partnerships. 
This is going to be a real battle.”

Cisco’s large network infrastruc-
ture installed base gives it a leg up 
on that front, but Cisco also believes 
customers that need to support mul-
tiple hypervisor environments will 
be reluctant to sign on with VMware. 
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That may give pause to some users, 
but Skorupa points out that VMware 

“will support its hypervisor, Xen and 
KVM in the first release, and add 
Hyper-V in a subsequent release,” so 
he’s not sure that gives Cisco much 
leverage.

Cisco hasn’t yet laid out all of its 
SDN cards, but has shown some. 
The Cisco ONE architecture, for 
example, introduced new infra-
structure programmability capabili-
ties, and the company has been talk-
ing up its new Application Centric 
Infrastructure architecture, which 
is “designed to support a data center 
that has applications that are non-
virtualized, virtualized and cloud-
based,” says Kerravala.

This fall Cisco is expected to fill in 
more of the blanks with the intro-
duction of new hardware being 
developed by Insieme, a startup 
the company funded and will likely 
spin in.

While it is unclear what capabili-
ties Cisco and some of the other leg-
acy players will end up with, there 
is likely to remain discernible differ-
ences between the overlay/network 

virtualization camps and vendors 
advocating a hybrid approach that 
also takes into account direct control 
of data center hardware resources.

Network virtualization “is a sub-
set of what you can do with SDN,” 
Skorupa says. “It is an interesting 
application, but it’s only one of them, 
and there are other things you can do.”

One of those things is use SDN to 
control WAN and metro networks. 

“I’ve seen a lot of this in universi-
ties,” says ONUG’s Lippis, “while in 
the enterprise it has been basically 
experimentation.” 

The poster child of SDN controlled 
WANs is early ONF backer Google, 
which has already deployed an SDN 
backbone that is paying dividends.

Google, of course, operates on a 
different plane than other enter-
prises (it even builds its own net-
work gear), but there are some other 

early adopters out there. Skorupa 
says he has talked privately to an HP 
customer that is running five loca-
tions around the globe with a net-
work operations staff of four, “and 
they reconfigure daily. They are 
very, very happy.” 

Somewhere down the road when 
enterprises and carriers alike have 
adopted SDN tools it may be possible 
for your SDN controls to influence 
service provider infrastructure. 

One of Cohn’s colleagues at Ciena is 
leading the ONF’s Optical Transport 
Working Group, whose charter is to 
“extend OpenFlow and the OpenFlow 
substrate to support optical and trans-
port networks,” Cohn says, ostensibly 
giving enterprise applications control 
down to the optical layer.

“What’s the most expensive band-
width?” Cohn asks.  “The WAN 
interconnecting data centers. So 

why shouldn’t we virtu-
alize that? That’s one of 
the applications and use 
cases for the optical trans-
port activities within the 
ONF. Another one is to 
provide what we refer to 

as performance on demand, the abil-
ity to provide elastic network band-
width.”

opendaylight impact
We are, of course, a ways away from 
realizing that capability. After all, 
many shops aren’t even actively 
investigating SDN yet, although pilot 
tests may be picking up.

Lippis says that, at the first Open 
Network User Group meeting held 
in Boston last February, he was sur-
prised to learn how few pilot tests 
were under way. But based on ongo-
ing conversations with ONUG mem-
bers, he thinks that will be different 
when the group gets back together 
in October in New York. “I think 
we’re going to find a marked uptick 
in both pilots and deployments.”

Why? “There’s a lot of technology 
here but it’s really all about one thing: 

“That’s really where all the action is 
because that’s where the pain is right now.”

NIck lIPPIS, co-founder of the Open Networking User Group (ONUG)
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how to reduce the cost of delivering IT,” 
Lippis says. “A lot of the thinking is 
that SDN becomes part of a software-
defined data center strategy or a cloud 
infrastructure strategy, and it gets 
networking on the same path as com-
puting and storage in terms of auto-
mation. That’s the big motivator here.”

One other change between the 
February ONUG meeting and this 
coming one – the shifting fortunes of 
OpenDaylight, a Linux Foundation 
project developing an open source 
SDN controller that the vendor com-
munity can rally around.

OpenDaylight board member Inder 
Gopal, vice president for networking 
development at IBM, says OpenDay-
light was started as a Linux Founda-
tion project because “we needed a 
community that was familiar with 
community code development.” Why 
not grow this within the ONF? Gopal 
says the ONF charter doesn’t involve 
code development, nor did the group 
want to head in that direction.

Unlike the ONF, which was founded 
by large user organizations, Open-
Daylight was founded by vendors, 
early members including Arista Net-

works, Big Switch Networks, Brocade, 
Cisco, Citrix, Dell, Ericsson, Fujitsu, 
HP, IBM, Intel, Juniper, Microsoft, 
NEC, Nuage Networks, Plumgrid, 
Red Hat and VMware.

The effort started with code bases 
contributed by Big Switch and Cisco, 
but an effort to combine the two 
ultimately irked Big Switch, which 
withdrew from the group, leaving 
the project to build on the Cisco code 
base, and leaving some in the indus-
try questioning the group’s agenda. 

In fact Juniper, a Platinum member 
of the OpenDaylight project, has since 
made its Contrail controller avail-
able as open source and says it won’t 
build product around OpenDaylight.

Lippis says it is too early to tell how 
much of an influence OpenDaylight 
will have on the SDN movement, but 
perceptions are changing. “When 
news of OpenDaylight leaked at 
the ONUG meeting in February, a 
lot of folks were rolling their eyes 
into their heads and saying, ‘Oy 
vey,’ because they viewed it as just 
another vendor-led consortium. By 
June no one was rolling their eyes 
anymore. I don’t know what its over-

all impact is going to be — we won’t 
see the first version of their stack 
until around December — but it is 
now at least getting consideration.

Getting there from here
Asked what he advises clients that 
are just now expressing interest 
in SDN, Skorupa says, “We advise 
them not to start with the technol-
ogy. Start by identifying the busi-
ness issues you’re trying to address. 
What is it you want to do? Then from 
there start thinking about the things 
you need to achieve. Then set up a 
lab, pull together a team, begin the 
education process, bring in your 
incumbent and bring in at least two 
or three companies you haven’t been 
working with, including startups.”

Building the business case won’t 
be a lay up, Skorupa warns: “The real 
question is, where does the incre-
mental money come from? Because 
the last I heard, none of the vendors 
involved are charities. And you can’t 
just stand up and say, ‘Well, it will all 
be operational savings.’ No, it won’t. 
Unless you’re going to cut a massive 
amount of staff. Somewhere you’ve 

got to come up with the dollars, and 
they’re hard dollars, not soft dollars. 
These are not, ‘We achieved busi-
ness agility and it will let us enter a 
market sooner and take additional 
market share.’ That’s great, and the 
business gets a benefit, but where do 
the hard dollars up front come from?”

Is failure still an option for SDN? 
“There are enough people who have 
built enough to prove that it is pos-
sible,” Skorupa says. “There will cer-
tainly be failures. There have been 
failures in the past when any new 
technology comes out. And it doesn’t 
mean that the large incumbents will 
get it right. But they are several, very 
credible companies already benefit-
ing from SDN.” 

Trouble is, few are yet willing to 
share their experiences, presumably 
because they want to leverage the 
technology in private for as long as 
they can here in the early goings.    
 
Dix is editor in chief of Network World. 
Contact him at jdix@nww.com, follow 
him on Twitter at @JDNWW, or join the 
Network World communities at: 
LinkedIn, and Facebook.
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the hottest thing going today, but there 

is considerable confusion surround-
ing everything from the definition of 

the term to the different architectures and 
technologies suppliers are putting forward.  
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Given the confusion, some IT shops 
are probably taking a wait-and-see 
attitude. But while that response 
would be understandable, it isn’t the 
right approach because, even though 
no reasonable person would claim 
to know how SDN and network vir-
tualization will evolve over the next 
several years, there is no doubt these 
emerging technologies will have a 
significant impact.  

You need to plan now for how you 
will evaluate and possibly implement 
these new approaches to network-
ing.  We’ll outline some macro con-
siderations that you’ll need to take 
into account when you formulate that 
plan, then outline some micro issues, 
but let’s start with a definition of SDN.

The Open Networking Foundation 
(ONF) is the group that is most asso-
ciated with the development and 

standardization of SDN.  As the ONF 
points out, SDN is not a technology, 
but an architecture.  According to 
the ONF, SDN decouples the network 
control and forwarding functions 
enabling the network control to 
become directly programmable and 
the underlying infrastructure to be 
abstracted for applications and net-
work services. According to the ONF, 
the OpenFlow protocol is a foun-
dational element for building SDN 
solutions.

Part of the confusion that sur-
rounds SDN is that many vendors 
don’t totally buy in to the ONF defini-
tion of SDN.  For example, while the 
vast majority of vendors do include 
the centralization of control in their 
definition of SDN, there isn’t agree-
ment as to how much control should 
be centralized.  In addition, while 

many vendors are viewing Open-
Flow as a foundational element of 
their SDN solutions, other vendors 
are taking a cautious approach to 
OpenFlow and in the mean time 
adopting protocols such as XMPP.

Another source of confusion is the 
relationship between network vir-
tualization and SDN.  It is possible to 
implement an SDN that resembles 
the ONF definition of SDN and use 
the SDN to implement network 
virtualization.  For example, the 
Open DayLight foundation recently 
accepted a contribution from NEC 
referred to as Virtual Tenant Net-
working (VTN) that enables an SDN 
to implement network virtualization.  

It is possible, however, to imple-
ment network virtualization without 
implementing SDN.  For example, 
both Nuage Networks and VMware/

networkworld.com 
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Nicira implement network virtual-
ization using an overlay model.  To 
add to the confusion, Nuage Net-
works refers to its solution as SDN 
while VMware is adamant that its 
solution is network virtualization 
and not SDN.

IT organizations can’t wait for the 
brouhaha surrounding the defini-
tion of SDN and network virtual-
ization to sort itself out.  As part of 
developing an SDN plan, IT organi-
zations need to develop a definition 
of SDN that is well understood and 
agreed to within their organization.  
This article will focus on SDN and 
recommends that IT organizations 
approach planning for network vir-
tualization the same way they would 
for any vendor-specific solution that 
provides additional functionality to 
an existing network.

the opportunities
An analysis of SDN solution archi-
tectures and subtending protocols is 
totally irrelevant until you identify 
the problems and/or opportuni-
ties you’re hoping to address with 
SDN.  That follows because analyz-

ing architectures and protocols 
only makes sense in the context of 
what the IT organization is trying to 
accomplish.

Some of the primary opportuni-
ties that are typically associated with 
SDN include:

  G Support for the dynamic move-
ment, replication and allocation of 
virtual workloads

  G Easing the administrative burden 
of configuring and provisioning net-
work elements

  G Enabling traffic engineering with 
an end-to-end view of the network

  G More easily implementing QoS
  G Enabling applications to dynami-

cally request services from the 
network

If, for example, the goal is to sup-
port the dynamic movement, replica-
tion and allocation of virtual work-
loads, then an overlay solution from 
a vendor such as Nuage Networks or 
VMware is a viable candidate, as is an 
SDN solution from a company such 
as NEC.  The overlay solutions, how-
ever, don’t make it easier to imple-
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ment QoS, nor do they enable applica-
tions to dynamically request services 
from the network.

SDN is both embryonic and rapidly 
evolving.  Hence, in order to create 
and update an SDN plan, IT organi-
zations need to continually educate 
themselves as to what is happening 
in the broad SDN ecosystem.  This 
certainly includes analyzing what 
is being said in the industry about 
the relevant SDN use cases and the 
techniques to justify deployment.  It 
also includes reviewing product 
announcements, the announce-
ment of enabling technologies that 
are either new or have evolved, the 
results of plugfests that are intended 
to test the interoperability of SDN 
solutions, and the work of organiza-
tions such as the Open Daylight con-
sortium.  

Much of this education can be 
accomplished by reading articles and 
white papers and by attending semi-
nars and workshops. IT organiza-
tions should also consider download-
ing some of the open source products 
that are readily available and playing 
with those solutions to gain deeper 

insight into their capabili-
ties and weaknesses.  In 
addition, in October the 
author will publish a 
mock RFI for SDN solu-
tions that will be hosted 
at the author’s Webtorials 
web site.  IT organizations 
can use this document to 
structure the type of SDN 
solution evaluation that 
is described later in this 
article.

As part of your SDN 
plan, you need to identify a 
set of vendors whose SDN 
solutions you will evaluate.  
Criteria to evaluate SDN solutions are 
discussed below.  As part of the pro-
cess of evaluating SDN tools, you need 
to identify whether you will acquire a 
complete SDN solution from a single 
vendor or if you will buy components 
from varying vendors.  

It is reasonable to think that acquir-
ing a complete SDN solution from a 
single vendor will obviate interoper-
ability issues.  But you should still 
request details of the testing that was 
performed by the vendor, as well as 

the results of any third-party testing 
that was performed.  

sdn evaluation
The process of evaluating SDN solu-
tions should be cyclical.  You need 
to start with a cursory evaluation of 
numerous vendors to see what solu-
tions correspond to your unique chal-
lenges, and also to make IT aware of 
the varying approaches to SDN the 
vendors offer, each of which have 
their own twist and value add.  This 

stage should also help you eliminate 
vendors from consideration and let 
you perform a more detailed analysis 
on a small set of suppliers.  The result 
of this detailed analysis may well be 
the recommendation to go forward 
with a proof of concept (POC).

When evaluating a SDN solutions, 
you need to consider the following:

 the solution Architecture
This includes examining topics such 
as which components of the solu-
tion are provided by the vendor and 
which are provided by a partner; 
how much control is centralized in 
the SDN controller; what protocols 
are used within the solution; how the 
solution supports high availability; 
and the level of abstraction that is 
provided by the controller’s north-
bound API.

In addition, you need to evaluate 
SDN solutions based on their abil-
ity to respond to the opportunities IT 
has identified.  For example, if one of 
the opportunities is to eliminate the 
administrative burden of configur-
ing and provisioning network ele-
ments, you of course need to identify 
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how each solution accomplishes this.

 the sdn controller  
You’ll ultimately need to evaluate the 
architecture of various SDN control-
lers.  For example, does the controller 
have a modular architecture that will 
enable the addition of new function-
ality over time?  IT organizations also 
need to understand how the control-
ler’s architecture enables scalability, 
high availability and performance 
(see story page 16 for a full list of con-
troller considerations).

 sdn switches
You’ll need to know which of the ven-
dor’s switches support SDN and how 
that support is implemented.  For 
example, does the vendor support 
OpenFlow?  If so, which versions 
and what optional features?  Are the 
switches pure SDN switches or are 
they hybrid switches, and if they are 
hybrid switches, how does the SDN 
portion of the switch interact with the 
traditional portion of the switch?

 Management
There are two aspects to SDN man-

agement that need to be evalu-
ated.  One aspect is the ability of the 
vendor’s solution to alleviate the 
management challenges created by 
SDN.  This includes monitoring the 
performance of the SDN controller; 
providing end-to-end visualiza-
tion of the virtual networks; and 
configuring the SDN switches and 
monitoring the physical and logical 
networks between switches.  The 
second aspect is integrating the 
management of SDN into a broader 
management solution. With the twin 
goals of minimizing the need for 
new, SDN-specific management tools 
and extending existing FCAPs (the 
International Organization for Stan-
dardization’s standard management 
framework) processes to the SDN 
component of the overall network.

 security
There are also two aspects of secu-
rity that need to be evaluated.  One 
aspect is what functionality is pro-
vided to secure the SDN.  This is 
critical because, if a hacker were to 
gain access to the SDN controller, 
they would have access to all of the 

subtending network elements.  The 
other aspect of security that needs to 
be evaluated is the ability of the solu-
tion to enhance the overall security 
of the IT infrastructure.  For exam-
ple, Radware recently contributed 
a toolset to the Open Daylight con-
sortium’s SDN controller that will 
be used for the detection and mitiga-
tion of distributed denial-of-service 
(DoS) attacks.

 network Functions
There are two approaches that an 
IT organization can take relative to 
acquiring network functions that 
ride on the SDN controller.  One 
approach is to acquire the network 
functions from a vendor (such as 
Radware’s distributed DoS appli-
cation and NEC’s Virtual Tenant 
Networking functionality).  Since 
most IT groups will acquire network 
functions from vendors, evaluating 
vendor-supplied network functions 
is a key component of the overall 
process of evaluating SDN solutions.

The second approach is for IT to 
develop some or all of the required 
network functionality.  The pri-

mary advantage of this approach is 
it enables IT to customize the func-
tions to meet the organization’s 
specific requirements.  The disad-
vantage, of course, is it requires IT to 
have the base of skills necessary to 
both develop and to maintain those 
functions over their life cycle.

 testing and certification
As mentioned, even if all of the com-
ponents of the SDN solution come 
from a single vendor, you need to 
understand the testing that was done 
to ensure smooth sailing.  In situa-
tions where the SDN components 
come from multiple vendors, you 
need to understand if the solution is 
certified, meaning, will you have a 
single point of contact to resolve prob-
lems that develop.

There may be instances in which IT 
has to either do testing itself or com-
mission a third party to do testing on 
its behalf.  For example, if you were to 
develop one or more network func-
tions, you would need to test those 
functions on the SDN controller(s) you 
have selected and redo that testing 
prior to implementing new versions 
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of the controller.  If you face a situa-
tion like this, then as part of the SDN 
evaluation process you need to evalu-
ate tools available to enable the organi-
zation to do testing as well as evaluate 
the offerings of external test labs. 

 integration with the existing 
environment
It is certainly possible to evaluate 
SDN solutions in isolation from your 
current environment, but if SDN is to 
reach your production network, then 
as part of the evaluation process you 
should examine how SDN will fit in 
with the existing infrastructure.  For 
example, what mechanisms exist 
to enable traffic to flow between the 
SDN and the traditional network?  Is 
it possible to extend SDN so it oper-
ates both in a data center and in a 
branch office?  How about across 
multiple data centers?   You should 
also examine how to integrate the 
SDN management and security com-
ponents into the existing manage-
ment and security frameworks.  

 professional services
Given the lack of experience that 

virtually all IT organizations have 
with SDN, some shops will choose to 
leverage professional services from 
one or more third parties.  You can 
use these services to help with the 
assessment of SDN solutions, to help 
with creating and performing a POC, 
or to create and maintain one or more 
network functions.  You can also 
use these services to perform func-
tions such as integrating SDN into 
the existing infrastructure as well 
as integrating the SDN management 
and security components into your 
existing management and security 
frameworks.  

Management buy-in
You’ll need varying levels of manage-
ment buy-in at the various stages of 
your SDN plan.  Of course little if any 
buy-in is needed to attend a semi-
nar or workshop or download open 
source solutions and spend the time 
necessary to understand the func-
tionality and the limitations of those 
solutions.

Increasing levels of management 
buy-in will be needed to engage ven-
dors in detailed discussions of SDN, 

to conduct a POC or to implement an 
SDN.  But you are more likely to get 
management buy-in if you anticipate 
management’s concerns and work to 
resolve those concerns over the SDN 
planning cycle.  For example, some 
organizations will be reluctant to 
implement any technology or new 
way of delivering technology if the 
associated security concerns are not 
thoroughly addressed.  

You’ll ultimately need to develop 
some form of business case to justify 
implementing SDN.  

That business case can be based 
on myriad factors, including every-
thing from cost savings associated 
with automating administrative 
tasks to the added agility that comes 
with SDN.  It may also be possible to 
identify ways in which implement-
ing SDN supports other core IT 
initiatives, such as moving to cloud 
computing.  

There is no doubt over the next few 
years that SDN will have a significant 
impact both on enterprise networks 
and on the role of network profes-
sionals.  Because of that, you need to 
develop a plan to evaluate and poten-

tially implement SDN.
When planning for SDN, you need 

to be attuned to new developments in 
the industry, such the announcement 
of new companies, new products, 
new standards and the announce-
ment of mergers and acquisitions of 
SDN providers.  However, you also 
need to avoid some of the noise in the 
industry, such as the ongoing debate 
over the precise definition of SDN.

Given the embryonic and rapidly 
changing nature of SDN, an SDN 
plan will likely evolve over time.  It 
should, however, begin with the iden-
tification of the opportunities that 
SDN might help address and with the 
definition of SDN that will be used 
by your organization throughout the 
planning process.  

And don’t forget the planning pro-
cess must include ongoing education.  
We are still in the early stages of soft-
ware-defined networking and your 
plan will have to be a living breathing 
thing.   

Metzler heads Ashton, Metzler Associ-
ates. He can be reached at jim@ashton-
metzler.com
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SDN
B Y  e t h A n  B A n k s ,  o W n e r ,  p A c k e t  p u s h e r s  i n t e r A c t i v e

One of the key challenges confronting potential users 
of software-defined networking is discerning the 
specific value of particular SDN controllers. Con-
trollers, after all, play critical role as the key arbiter 

between network applications and network infrastructure. 
Yet there’s no model for exactly what an SDN controller 
should be, no standards an SDN controller must adhere to. 

controller
What to look for in an
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Despite the advent of the Linux 
Foundation’s multi-vendor Open-
Daylight project that hopes to bring 
to the industry a unified SDN stack 
built around a modular controller 
architecture, there remain varying 
opinions among vendors as to the 
specific services a controller should 
offer. The pressure is therefore on the 
consumer to determine what SDN 
controllers are capable of, and then 
map those capabilities to their goals.

Even in that context, it may prove 
difficult for a consumer to buy a 

standalone SDN controller. The 
reality is that vendors are fre-
quently bundling controllers 
into the context of an entire SDN 

package: software applications, 
controller, and possibly network 

hardware as well. 
But even if you’re considering a 

turnkey solution from a vendor, the 

controller’s capabilities matter. After 
all, there’s life in a software-defined 
network long after the initial turnkey 
application is old hat. Here are some 
things to consider:

 raw performance
To talk about raw performance, we 
first need to define the role the SDN 
controller is playing in this context. 
Traditionally, an SDN controller is 
the piece that allows for the decou-
pling of the control and data planes 
in a network environment. In other 
words, the controller tells the net-
work devices how to forward traffic 
(control plane), but doesn’t actually 
forward the traffic (data plane). This 
scenario is common with OpenFlow 
(OF) networks, where the SDN con-
troller is chiefly used for the pro-
gramming of OF tables in network 
devices.

In an OpenFlow network, an OF 
switch receives a packet and acts on it 
in accordance with its flow tables. But 
what happens if there is no matching 
entry for the packet in the flow table? 
In that case, the OF switch will send 
the packet to the OF controller, in 
essence asking, “What do I do with 
this?” The OF controller determines 
what the switch should do when 
encountering packets matching that 
flow, and programs the switch. This 
process is called a flow setup.

For reasons of scale, the number of 
flow setups per second an SDN con-
troller can support is important to 
pay attention to. Traditionally, flow 
setups have been a performance 
bottleneck for SDNs, so don’t take 
this aspect for granted. Coupling a 
large number of switches with a large 
number of microflows you wish to 
control could quickly max out your 
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controller’s flow setup capabilities.  
But, keep in mind that not every flow 
will require a call to the controller.  
Only those flows that are not yet rec-
ognized/programmed require that 
step, and those will typically be the 
exception, not the rule.  

In fairness to vendors, the chal-
lenge of flow setup performance in 
OpenFlow networks is well known. 
Vendors have a number of strategies 
to mitigate the potential controller 
bottleneck. Therefore, don’t dismiss 
a given controller out of hand simply 
because of raw performance num-
bers. A vendor might have a strat-
egy that maps well to your network 
environment that minimizes the flow 
setup requirements. Among these 
mitigation techniques is flow wild-
carding, which allows many micro-
flows to be handled by a single flow 
entry.

 topology
Another consideration when evalu-
ating SDN controllers is that of your 
network topology. Let’s start by 
considering the LAN vs. the WAN. 
What segments of your network do 

you wish to software define? While 
the LAN, or at least pockets of the 
LAN, is the typical SDN use case, 
what happens if you wish to per-
form network virtualization across a 
WAN? How will the controller work 
in that model? This is largely a ques-
tion of functionality. When your SDN 
environment becomes too large for a 
single controller to effectively man-
age, what options does your vendor 
offer to help you scale to the wide area 
network?

SDN solutions that map to the cen-
tralized controller model scale out by 
going sideways. In other words, you 
add controllers to handle additional 
switches. Here’s the tricky bit – how 
do those controllers communicate 
with one another? 

The answer to that varies by ven-
dor. While there are some very early 
discussions in the industry around 
standardizing how controllers will 
talk to one another, for the most part, 
solutions in this space are controller-
specific. A common federation tech-
nique uses BGP for controllers to 
exchange information. In this way, 
controllers know how to find differ-

ent software defined sections of the 
network and forward traffic between 
areas. If this functionality is impor-
tant to you, it’s a key question to ask 
the vendors you are considering.

Many SDNs can stand alone under 
a single controller, but the notion of a 
centralized controller model is still a 
potential concern. There are two con-
siderations. The first is how control 
plane traffic (i.e. instructions from 
the controller to network switches) 
is carried. In-band communications 
means that the control plane traffic 
follows the same path that all normal 
network traffic follows. Out-of-band 
(OOB) communication means a sepa-
rate physical network is used to carry 
control plane traffic. 

In band is favored by vendors who 
wish to learn about a break in the net-
work topology via reachability. The 
idea is that, if a network device can 
no longer be reached by the control-
ler, then a topology change has hap-
pened, and the controller can proceed 
to discover the change and make 
adjustments. Out of band is favored 
by vendors who wish to guarantee 
latency times between the controller 

and the switches, improve security, 
and eliminate the risk of data traffic 
causing control plane traffic to be lost.

In band vs. OOB network manage-
ment is not a new discussion, but for 
the SDN consumer, it’s an important 
point to raise with your vendors. 
If the controller being considered 
requires an OOB control plane net-
work you don’t have, that’s another 
significant element in the acquisition 
process.

The second concern around a cen-
tralized controller is just how it’s 
centralized. Centralized intelligence 
doesn’t necessarily mean there’s only 
one physical device or a cluster of 
two redundant devices that equal the 
SDN controller. Some vendors have 
spread control plane intelligence into 
distributed virtual machines that 
communicate and share a common 
database. 

These components may report back 
to a central piece of controller soft-
ware, but that might also be a virtual 
machine. Both models – a physical 
controller or controller cluster as well 
as distributed virtual machines per-
forming control plane duties – exist 
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in SDN products you can buy from 
vendors today.

 capability
Significantly, all SDN controllers are 
not equal in capability. By capabil-
ity, we don’t mean raw performance 
such as controller flow setups, but 
rather the actual sorts of manipula-
tion of the network the controller can 
accomplish. Most network operators 
are not looking for merely an Open-
Flow controller. Network operators 
want to automate the provisioning of 
as many of their network elements as 
possible, whether they are OF-capa-
ble switches or not. In that context, 
here are some questions to ask your 
vendor.

What devices will this control-
ler talk to? You want to know if the 
controller can talk not only to your 
network switches, but also to your 
firewalls, load balancers, virtual 
switches, cloud orchestration pack-
age, and anything else that meets 
your business objectives.

What partnerships does the vendor 
have? A number of SDN controller 
vendors have strategic alliances with 

popular network vendors. These 
partnerships facilitate communica-
tion between the SDN controller and 
partner appliances. That said, not all 
SDN partners have the same partner-
ships. Therefore, it’s key to be sure 
you understand what partnerships 

exist, and what fruit has come from 
those partnerships as you evaluate 
your SDN controller.

What applications exist today? 
Some SDN controllers are like empty 
sketchpads. They are capable of 
displaying anything, but they need 

someone to compose a drawing on 
them first. Other SDN controllers 
have an application ecosystem that 
already exists – someone’s already 
drawn quite handsome pictures for 
you. Understanding the applications 
that exist will go a long way to deter-
mining how effective a role the SDN 
controller can play in your specific 
network.

How well documented are the 
controller APIs? APIs are the mecha-
nism for getting information to 
and from the controller. Network 
applications tell the controller what 
they require via northbound APIs. 
APIs are the keys to automation and 
orchestration. As such, how effec-
tively will your organization be able 
to leverage the controller APIs? For 
those seeking a turnkey solution, this 
will be less of a concern. But for those 
who wish to write custom network 
applications of their own, this is a 
crucial point. APIs being either both 
open to customers and well docu-
mented is not a foregone conclusion.

 openness vs. vendor lock-in 
In networking, we are comfort-

The laNDScaPe IS NoT So STable. 
There IS No SINgular way To buIlD 
aN SDN coNTroller; There’S No 
requIreD SeT of feaTureS. The more 
you DIg INTo coNTrollerS aND 
TheIr archITecTure, The more you 
DIScover how DIffereNT They are.

wITh  
SDN,
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able today knowing that network 
protocols are largely interoperable 
among vendors. For example, BGP 
spoken by one vendor’s device will 
be understood by another vendor’s 
BGP device. Vendors might extend a 
protocol with a few proprietary fea-
tures, but there’s always a standard 
baseline of commonality vendors are 
expected to match.

With SDN, the landscape is not so 
stable. There is no singular way to 
build an SDN controller; there’s no 
required set of features. The more 
you dig into controllers and their 
architecture, the more you discover 
how different they are. This is to be 
expected. SDN is an emerging tech-
nology, so a lot of vendors see an 
opportunity for differentiation and 
market leadership by releasing con-
trollers that best represent their SDN 
point of view.

For the consumer, this lack of 
standardization raises some awk-
ward questions around controller 
acquisition. The first is an obvious 
one: is this controller locking you 
into a particular solution? That is a 
really important question to answer. 

While a number of SDN solutions 
are incredibly powerful, they are 
solving a single problem, aimed at a 
specific kind of network consumer, 
and assume you’re running a partic-
ular set of applications and network 
devices. 

While that solution might work for 
you today, it can be confining for the 
future. Let’s say a few years from now 
you’d like to change your load bal-
ancer vendor to reduce opex, but your 
SDN controller and associated appli-
cations don’t work with any other 
load balancers. Ouch. That’s a seri-
ous risk that might leave you at the 
mercy of your SDN controller vendor. 
That sort of risk might be worthwhile 
in the context of immediate problems 
it solves, but taking that risk on is a 
decision worth careful consideration.

Along those lines, will it be possible 
to migrate to a different controller? 
If so, how would that transition take 
place? On the surface, this isn’t much 
different from any other operational 
consideration. For example, chang-
ing from router vendor A to router 
vendor B carries with it functional 
and operational considerations. Can 

vendor B’s router do what you need 
it to do? Will your network team be 
able to manage vendor B’s router? 
The answers to those questions get 
baked into the overall acquisition 
plan, and you move ahead.

With an SDN controller, a transi-
tion challenge could be a bit more 
complicated. This goes back to the 
notion of what the controller is actu-
ally doing for you. While risk of 
switching router vendors is mitigated 
greatly by standards compliance, 
we’ve already established that there’s 
no such thing in the SDN world. Will 
your network applications work with 
a different controller? Apps written 
for one controller might not work on 
a different controller without con-
siderable modification. While Open-
Daylight can potentially change that, 
right now network consumers must 
take the time to understand SDN con-
trollers well to know what they are 
locking themselves into.

In conclusion, buying an SDN con-
troller is not a trivial exercise. Such 
a technology investment requires 
awareness of not only capability 
and performance, but also a strong 

understanding of how that controller 
will solve specific network problems. 
You must have an intimate famil-
iarity with your network functions 
before adding SDN controllers into 
the mix. A little research now will 
go a long way to preventing a large 
investment mistake.   

Banks heads Packet Pushers Interac-
tive. He can be reached at  ethan.banks@
packetpushers.net | LinkedIn | Twit-
ter
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q&a with the 
chair of the Open 
Network Foundation’s 
Migration GroupGetting

there from here
F or an inside look at the goals, expectations and 

plans of the ONF’s recently created Migration 

Group and how it hopes to help companies make 

the transition to SDN, Network World Editor in Chief 

John Dix caught up via e-mail with the chair of the 

group, Justin Joubine Dustzadeh, CTO & VP of Tech-

nology Strategy, Networks, Huawei.
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When was the onF Migration Group 
formed and what is the goal?
The ONF Migration Working Group 
was formed in April of 2013 with the 
main goal of producing methods for 
migrating network services from a 
traditional network, such as a data 
center network or wide area network, 
to an OpenFlow-based software-
defined network. Our initial focus 
has been to examine real-world 
software-defined networking (SDN) 
migration use cases, gather best prac-
tices and make recommendations on 
migration methods, tools and sys-
tems. Our broader objective is to help 
the network industry accelerate the 
adoption of open SDN.

how did you get involved?
Open, standards-based SDN is a key 
component of Huawei’s SoftCOM 
vision for the evolution of carrier and 
data center networks. Huawei has 
been a strong advocate and supporter 
of OpenFlow since the early days and 
we have been contributing to vari-
ous activities within the Open Net-
working Foundation. As part of my 
day job as Huawei Networking CTO 

and VP of Technology 
Strategy, I often inter-
act with customers 
to discuss their net-
work evolution vision 
(including SDN) and 
migration plans. 

One frequently 
asked question is about the feasibility 
of a full transition from existing net-
works and systems to an OpenFlow-
based SDN environment. This ques-
tion can be particularly relevant in 
wide area networks due to the greater 
complexity and potentially more 
significant infrastructure invest-
ment required. Because of my previ-
ous operator background (both in 
the U.S. and France) and my experi-
ence with network transformations, 
I volunteered to help when the ONF 
leadership team decided to create the 
Migration Working Group. It has 
been a great experience. 

Where do you stand putting the 
group together?
The group has been pretty active 
and the level of interest seems to be 
steadily growing. We have active 

members representing network 
users and operators in U.S., Europe 
and Asia, as well as folks from the 
vendor community. There has been 
a great amount of valuable contribu-
tions from operators in particular. I 
am optimistic about the future of the 
group and what we can deliver over 
the coming months. 

What are the milestones you are 
shooting for and the timing for 
those?
There are currently four milestones 
defined in the Migration Work-
ing Group’s charter. The first one, 
which we just finished, is a docu-
ment describing key SDN migration 
use cases and methods, leverag-
ing the experience of prior work by 
network operators. This document 
also provides a framework to apply 

migration methods to a range of tar-
get networks, including network 
core requirements, starting network 
migration requirements, phased 
migration requirements and, finally, 
validation requirements to ensure 
a complete and successful network 
migration.

The second milestone focuses on 
specific metrics necessary for a suc-
cessful SDN migration.  As part of 
the third milestone, our goal will be 
to publish working code for validat-
ing these migration metrics.  And our 
fourth milestone (currently sched-
uled for April of 2014) will be a demo 
of a prototype migration tool chain, 
including simulators and software 
maintenance capabilities. 

some industry players say sdn is 
the top level category and network 

We have active members representing network users 
and operators in U.S., Europe and Asia, as well as folks 
from the vendor community. There has been a great 
amount of valuable contributions.”
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virtualization a subset, 
while others say network 
virtualization is not sdn.  
how does your working 
group view that?  What 
distinctions do you draw?
To date, our group has not 
discussed this viewpoint 
specifically. The way that 
network virtualization is 
implemented makes a differ-
ence, and could make it only 
a subset of SDN. My per-
sonal opinion, though, is that 
OpenFlow-based SDN offers 
more than just network vir-
tualization.

Will the group identify 
specific sdn use cases 
and/or different migration 
strategies?
Yes and yes. One of the 
important observations is 
that enabling (new) services 
is often the key motivation 
for SDN migration. These 
services can be end-to-end, 
overlay on virtual networks, 

spanning several network 
segments and/or across 
several layers of network-
ing technologies, some or 
all of which could possibly 
be addressed by OpenFlow 
– and as OpenFlow is evolv-
ing, it could possibly address 
Layer 0, 1, 2, 2.5, 3, 4-7 appli-
cations. As such, we believe 
there is great diversity, and 
there is value in examining 
use cases from different net-
work types to better under-
stand unique migration 
strategies, tools and methods 
which could be specific to 
each service or network type. 
To date, we have examined 
the following three use cases:

  Campus Network use 
case: Stanford OpenFlow 
deployment

  Network Edge use case: 
NTT’s BGP-Free Edge field 
trial

  Inter-Data Center WAN 
use case: Google’s SDN-pow-
ered WAN (B4) 

personally, how do you 
think companies will adopt 
sdn?  Will it involve finding 
niche opportunities and 
growing from there?
Market acceptance and adop-
tion of SDN will continue 
to be driven by specific use 
cases that solve real prob-
lems for the network users 
and network operators. Like 
with other disruptive tech-
nologies, SDN adopters must 
implement SDN solutions 
that bring tangible business 
value – for example, reduc-
ing complexity and cost, 
and/or creating new revenue 
opportunities. 

SDN vendors should also 
be engaged in the process of 
developing a well-thought-
out plan for SDN migration, 
with the right methodolo-
gies, tools and systems in 
place to help network users 
and operators make the tran-
sition worthwhile from both 
a business point of view as 
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well as from a technical feasibility 
perspective (e.g., ability to migrate 
existing services with equal/better 
performance without impacting the 
end user’s experience).

With SDN adoption accelerating 
in the data center/enterprise space, 
OpenFlow-based SDN is no longer 
considered a future “bleeding edge” 
technology for carrier networks. To 
date, a number of successful live tri-
als have been implemented (Huawei 
has done a few customer trials), offer-
ing real opportunities for carrier 
SDN adoption. 

how long before sdn begins to 
drive significant industry change?
SDN has already made a significant, 
irreversible and positive impact on 
the world of networking, on both the 
data center/enterprise and carrier 
sides. It is refreshing to see the net-
work industry going through a reju-
venating, long over-due transition 
toward software as it works to catch 
up with the IT industry. This is a time 
of great opportunity that we cannot 
afford to miss. 

To maximize the benefits of such 
a transition and to fulfill the true 
promise of software-defined net-
working, we as an industry must 
build and adopt open, standards-
based SDN solutions, and not allow 
a possible regression toward the old 
paradigm of proprietary interfaces 
on top of closed network equipment 
environments (read: vendor lock-in).

 Moore’s law, continued techno-
logical advances with distributed 
systems, cloud/virtualization orches-
tration and automation, and a thriv-
ing startup ecosystem will make the 
adoption of open SDN a reality much 
sooner than some might expect!   

SDN has already made a significant, 
irreversible and positive impact on the world of network-

ing, on both the data center/enterprise and carrier sides.”
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